Denote the composition of U with itself by U 2 .
Property P implies
We know from Tarski's theorem [1] that U 2 has a fixed point in L, while it is not generally true that U has a fixed point. We can, however, state the following To see how functions U with property P arise, consider an arbitrary set X on which is defined an arbitrary binary relation > . For each x E X, define Dom(jc) = {y E X\x >y } ; and for each S C X, define Dom(5) = U x es Dom(*). Let t/(5) = X -Dom(5), and let L = 2* be the complete lattice of subsets of X ordered by set inclusion. Then the function U: L -> L has property P. Therefore we can state the following COROLLARY . There exists a subset S Ç X such that S = U 2 (S) and
SÇ U(S).
In particular, we can take X to be the set of imputations of a cooperative game, and >• to be the domination relation. A set 5 thus produced generalizes and closely resembles a von Neumann-Morgenstem solution, which is a fixed point of U t and which fails to exist for some games. Lucas [2] produced a game for which no solution exists, but for which the :et S discussed here can be interpreted in the manner usually associated with solutions. This will be studied in detail in subsequent publications.
